Dear Lynn,

( please pass to members of P&Z)

Below is a recent photo taken of Bill Van Loan. The members will recall he is the descendant of the founder of the Maple Street Cemetery. The picture was taken at our 4th yearly clean up effort by our group and yearly flag placement event on Memorial Day. I’m writing to ask the P&Z to have honor the condition with Merritt Village (now the Vue, New Canaan) to ensure the cemetery is properly fenced with a lasting quality fence and proper plaque marking this historic New Canaan cemetery.

Also in a desire to have quality, such as this fence, be lived up to in the conditions I have another suggestion for the paving stones mentioned below. Instead of going down in quality to black top why don’t you require a higher quality finish if what they had suggested will not work now in their mind. Why don’t you require real stone paving blocks. New canaan builders more often then not use the best materials. This is what makes our Town buildings so unique and desirable.

Sincerely,

Jack Trifero
Please pass to all members.

The mentioned decorative paving stones on Elm and Main Street get extremely high traffic and large truck traffic. The representatives from Merritt Village are trying to make direct usage comparison. This is not correct. Also when this was presented as a design element it was referred to as an important esthetic piece to the overall plan. I think it important that it remain. To remove it would cheapen the project.

Jack Trifero.

Sent from my iPhone